The solution is obtained for the two-dimensional diffraction problem of a perfectly-reflecting strip subjected to a plane sharp-fronted pulse of constant unit pressure at normal incidence.
I ntroduction
The diffraction of sound waves and sound pulses by a perfectly-reflecting half-plane was originally discussed by Sommerfeld (1896 Sommerfeld ( ,1901 and subsequently by Macdonald (1902) and Lamb (1906 Lamb ( ,1910 . For the wave case, interest in the problem has been revived by Magnus (1941) who showed that it can be reduced mathematically to the consideration of an integral equation, which he then solves by a somewhat roundabout analysis to obtain Sommerfeld's solution. Recently Copson (1946 s) has given a more direct and elegant solution of this integral equation.
Friedlander (1946) , has considered the pulse problem in some detail and gives some interesting results of numerical calculations for different shapes of pulse.
When we proceed from the half-plane case to those of an infinite strip, an infinite slit or a regular grating, we pass to cases where the obstacle introduces a finite dimension and the problem becomes more complicated. For an incident sinusoidal wave-train we have, however, the classical solutions of Rayleigh (see Lamb 1932, pp. 517-538) for the extreme case of wave-length long compared with obstacle or slit dimensions. Such solutions have also been recently derived by Copson (1946 b) as approximate solutions of integral eq The problems of the strip and the slit subjected to an incident wave-train can further be solved exactly in the form of an infinite series involving Mathieu functions as discussed by Sieger (1908) and by Morse & Rubinstein (1938) . Friedlander (1946) mentions a suggestion by Bullard that Huygens's principle, in the form of KirchofPs solution (Jeans 1925, p. 522) of the wave-equation, can be applied to pulse diffraction, but points out that the physical assumptions necessary for such application to lead directly to an explicit solution, are not usually satisfied by sound pulses incident on 
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norm al obstacles. However, in some diffraction problems, reasonable approximations to the physical conditions can be m ade by which K irchoff's solution of the wave-equation leads to a simple type of integral equation which can then be solved either formally or by a num erical process. In particular, it is relevant to note that in one such problem Kirkwood (unpublished) obtained the solution of the integral equation by use of the Laplace trans formation.
Finally, the author has now obtained solutions for the two-dimensional diffraction problems of a plane sound pulse incident normally on (i) a perfectly-reflecting strip, (ii) a slit in a perfectly-reflecting plane, (iii) a regular grating of perfectly-reflecting strips, and has carried out some numerical calculations to derive physical conclusions.
The first two basic steps are the derivation of an integral equation by use of Huygens's principle and its transformation, to a more amenable integral equation, by the Laplace transformation. The third basic step involves the solution of the transformed equation by using the known solution of the half-plane problem.
In the present paper is given the derivation of the solution for the strip problem and a discussion of some physical implications of the results of numerical calculation. In sub sequent papers the solutions and results for the slit and grating problems will be similarly considered. To avoid undue repetition in these later papers, some initial formulae are derived under fairly general conditions and we then proceed to the specific problem of the strip (figure 1) subjected to a normally incident pulse of the basic shape (figure 2). The analysis is done throughout in terms of pressure rather than velocity-potential as the former is usually the quantity of physical interest in pulse problems. M athematically, of course, this choice is immaterial since both quantities satisfy the wave-equation and the same form of boundary condition at the strip.
G eneral theorems
We consider first the general case, not necessarily two-dimensional, of an infinite per forated screen occupying the plane x -0 and containing ape size, the screen itself being perfectly reflecting. Let this screen be subjected to pulses from any combination of point sources lying to the right (*>0) of the screen. In particular, this includes a plane pulse as the limiting case of a pulse from a source at infinite distance. Let Pi(t,x3 y3 z) be the total pressure at any point ( a absence of the screen. We shall refer to p{ as the ' incident field of pressure* or more briefly as 'incident field' or 6incident pressure*. Let p {t,x,y 3z) similarly denote the pressure in the actual problem when the screen is present.
Since the problem is linear, we can superimpose the corresponding mirror image problem in which an incident field p^t, -x, y3 z) arrives from the left and the pres at any point. But in the combined problem the boundary condition dp/dn -0 over front and back of the screen is automatically satisfied by the two incident fields; i.e. we can remove the screen without altering the boundary conditions. Hence the pressure anywhere in the combined problem is simply p{*> *> y< z) + /'(<> -*» y, Z) = Pi(t, X, y, z) +p,{t, -X, y, z) .
(
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We thus have in our original problem that the sum of the pressures at any point , (x, y, z) and at its mirror image P ' , ( -x} y ,z) in the screen is simply equal to the pressure at complete reflexion of the incident field at the plane 0. This means, in particular, that if we can determine the field to the rear we can immediately deduce the field in front of the screen and conversely.
If we now let x-* 0 in equation (1) and if the point (0, y, z) lies in an aperture of the screen then, since the pressure is continuous across the aperture we obtain in the limit, after dividing by two, z9x P = Pi for the pressure at any point within an aperture.
O n the other hand, if (0, y, z) lies on the screen itself, the pressure is not necessarily equal at back and front and when x->0 in equation (1) we obtain
Pf+Pb -2pi
for any point on the screen itself, where the suffixes f and b refer to front and back of the screen. Now, for a point ( -X,y, z), where X > 0 , to the rear of the screen we can apply the wellknown Kirchoff solution (Jeans 1925, p. 522)
Where ci s the velocity of sound, r is distance from our point to any point on the surface of inward normal na nd the integrand is to be evaluated at time t -rjc. For our surface S we can choose the plane x = -e ,where X > e > 0, and a left of this plane and we choose our origin of time so that the incident field first arrives at the origin (0,0,0) at time t = 0. Since our incident field is assumed to be arriving from the right of the screen and the semicircle is to the left we can, for any finite t , X y, z by choosing R la t -r/c on the semicircle corresponds to times prior to the arrival of any field. The contribution to the surface integral in equation (4) can thus be taken solely as arising from the plane x = -eand if we now let e->0 the surface integral reduces to one over the apertures and back to the screen.
The argument (Jeans 192^, p. 522) leading to the Kirchoff solution of the wave-equation introduces a converging wave at a point within the region bounded by If instead we intro duce a wave converging to a point (*', y', z') outside this region and otherwise follow the same argument we obtain a result similar to equation (4) but with zero on the left-hand side, namely,
where r' is the distance from (#',y',z') to any point of We can now apply equation (5) to the same surface, x ------e and large semicircle to left of screen, as before and choose for (
x ' y ' z: ') the mirror image y, z) in the previous point ( -Y,y,z) to the rear of the screen. As before, when we get no con tribution from the large semicircle while as e->0 the surface integral reduces to one over IO-2 the rear of the screen and the apertures. But for the image points we then have .the simple relations , r = r,
so th at the last term on the right of equation (5) becomes identical with the last term on the right of equation (4) while the first two terms on the right of equation (5) are equal b ut of opposite sign to the similar terms in equation (4)' . Hence adding equations (4) and (5) we obtain p{t> -x>
whilst subtracting equation (5) from equation (4) we obtain the alternative expression p { t,-x ,y , A 1 ffsl dr dp
T he surface integrals in both equations (7) and (8) are taken over the apertures and the back of the screen. Since dpfdn -0 on the screen, however, the surface integral in equation (7) is effectively taken over the apertures only.
Conversely, we can transform equation (8) so that it involves a surface integral over the back of the screen only. Thus equation (8) applies for any arbitrary distribution of apertures and in particular to the limiting case of all aperture and no screen for which = every where. Thence, by subtraction, equation (8) will hold w ith j^-for p, namely
But from equation (2), P i~P -0 over the apertures and thus t equation (9) involves in effect only integration over the back of the screen itself.
Summing up, by virtue of equations (1), (8) and (9) a complete formal explicit solution of the problem can be obtained if we can determine either the distribution of dpjdn over the apertures, or {b)the distribution of pressure on the back of the screen, w time t.
The relations we have given in this section are, of course, the pulse analogues of wellknown relations (Lamb 1932, chapter x) for sinusoidal waves.
P lane
H ( t )pulse normally incident on stri 3 1. Derivation of integral equation We now proceed to consider the particular problem of figure 1 in which an infinite strip of finite width is struck at normal incidence by a plane pulse. W ithout any real loss of generality we take the time variation in the incident pulse to be given by Heaviside's unit function H (t)as in figure 2 since the formal solution for any other shape of pulse is then gi immediately by superposition ( § 3-8) .
For ease in writing formulae we shall also make the problem non-dimensional by choosing the width 2 bo f the strip as our unit of length and the time for sound to travel this wi as our unit of time. The wave velocity is then unity and our incident pulse is Pi -
where time is measured from the instant at which the pulse front strikes the strip. The problem is two-dimensional with all quantities independent of z and we take the strip to ut leave our origin for y temporarily unspecified. For any point ( -X ,y ,0 ) , where X > 0 , to the rear of the strip (though not necessarily in the shadow) the general relation (7) becomes (noting = 1),
where the surface integral is taken over the rear of the plane -0. If we now write in the integrand <1!> for a point (0, y0, z0) at time t we obtain
where
But this holds in the limit 0 for a point in the aperture where equation (2) also holds and hence from equations (2), (10) and (13) we obtain
for any point (0, y, 0) lying on AB and CD We now introduce the Laplace transformation by writing x(yo>V = f i{ y o^) e~xtdt> (17) Jo and since we assume an initial state of rest prior to the arrival of the incident pulse at = 0 " e have jr(y0it) zbO 0),
Hence if we apply the Laplace transformation to equation (15) we obtain where ri s given by equation (16). We can now perform the z 0 integration by changing from z0 to as to obtain . , j = j J j r f j f c i ) X0g | y -y " | }dy0,
where K0 denotes, as usual, M acdonald's Bessel function of order zero. We now choose the origin of co-ordinates to be at the upper edge of the strip and since dpldn -0 on the strip itself we have from equations (12) and (17) X(yo>t) = 0 whilst by symmetry about the centre of the strip we have
Inserting equations (22) and (23) in equation (21) where we note that the modulus sign can now be dropped in the second integral. Equation (24) holds, of course, also for a point (0, y < -1, on in figure 1 b ut since we have used symmetry already in obtaining equation (24) its application to a point on CD, after change of variables, will only lead mathematically to the same equation (25) obtained by considering a point on AB.
2. Solution of integral equation
Equation (25) forms the basic integral equation of our problem and is analogous to the simpler equation considered by Magnus (1941) and Copson (1946 s) for the half-plane subjected to a sinusoidal train of waves.
To commence the solution of equation (25) we note that the second integral in it corre sponds to the contribution from CD for a point on and if we omit this contribution we SOUND PULSES BY AN IN F IN IT E L Y LONG ST R IP have in fact the integral equation for the half-plane case. Thus, if we denote by x0 the solution for the half-plane case, then x0 will satisfy the integral equation
Xoiyo'X) K 0{ \ | \}dy0 = ?r J 0 and in the known results for the half-plane case as given by Friedlander (1946) we have merely to substitute our assumed form (10) for the incident wave and apply the Laplace transformation to obtain 2 , 2/3 X0(y, A) = 1H -,
it J 0 where we may note that % 0 is a function only of the product Ay. We now seek a solution of the equation (25) for the strip case by the method of successive substitutions in which the first integral is regarded as the dominant term on the right-hand side of the equation. We therefore write 
We then multiply this equation (32) 
But from equations (26) and (31) we have
Hence, assuming that the solution u is such that the order of integration can be changed in equation (33) and applying equation (34), we obtain fV yo.-t) [7r-M {A (y,-y0) } ]^0 = W {yt,X) (y ,» 0 ).
Jo
This integral equation with y x as independent variable can easily be solved by applying the Laplace transformation and using the superposition theorem of the operational calculus (Jeffreys & Jeffreys 1946, pp. 375-376 ). 
Now it is interesting to note that the corresponding Laplace transform of as defined by Xo{q>X) = s e-^Xo(Ayi)
Jo is found, after substitution from equation (27), to integrate out in the simple form
Xo(S'A)
whence equation (39) may be written 5(9, A) =2?fF(9,A)Xo(9,A).
^(y^A ) = 0 when y l = 0 from equation (33), qW is the Laplace transform of W 'iy^X ), where the dash denotes differentiation with respect to y v Hence by the super-position theorem of the operational calculus we can interpret equation (42) and then drop the suffix unity to obtain a solution of our original equation (30) 
For a given function v(y, A) the right-hand side of this equation (43) is known by virtue of equations (27) and (33). As in the special case to be considered, however, it will often be simpler to revert to equation (39) and after finding from equations (33) and (36), to interpret direct for ub y use of the Bromwich integral. The general conditions to be satisfied by the function in order that equation (30) has a valid solution for uo f the form obtained, have not been examined since for our physical problem we are concerned only with a particular form for and we can check our solution a posteriori.
Consider now the special case when
where £ is a positive real parameter. From equations (33) and (31) we then have
M^.A ) = i [ M ( A £ ) -M % , + £ )}]• (4 5 ) SOUND PULSES BY AN IN FIN IT E L Y LONG ST R IP
Hence applying the Laplace transform we find, by using the definition of in equation (31), that
Before interpreting, we can simplify this by change of integration variable from to F, WhCrC t a n * -I^¥
^Vith this substitution equation (47) becomes which is in fact of the exact form of the Laplace transform ation since the operator q now only appears in the factor e~q Y of the integrand. Thus the interpretation of equati immediately written down as u{y> A) = /(Ay> A£)> (50) where / is a function of two variables defined by
We have now found that equation (50) gives a solution of the integral equation (30) when v is the special case given by equation (44), i.e. we have obtained the relation
where / is defined by equation (51).
This relation (52) is the basic result required for the solution of our physical problem and in appendix A is given a direct check of this result by substitution from equation (51) and some m anipulation in integration.
We can now return to our physical problem which requires the solution of equation (29). Thus if we put £ -1 -\ -y 'i n equation (52), multiply throughout by and int from y' -0 to oo we obtain
Hence comparing with equation (29) we obtain
We have thus obtained a solution of the integral equation (25) in the explicit series form of equation (28) in which the first term is given by equation (27) and each subsequent term is then given from the preceding term by equation (54). This solution is of course for the problem as transformed by the Laplace transformation with respect to time and we have now therefore to interpret our solution by application of the inverse transformation.
3. Solution for ijr(y, t)
By virtue of equation (17) we have, corresponding to equation (28) 
My>t) = -^i j i e> i'Xr(y,x)dX. (57) SOUND PULSES BY AN IN FIN IT E L Y LONG ST R IP
Substituting from equation (56) in equation (54) we obtain (58) and applying the inverse transformation we interpret this aŝ v+i(y> 0 i r°°r
where £(Z) is the Dirac function, of Laplace transform unity, which can be defined by (see Carslaw & Jaeger 1941, appendix III)
We can now perform the t0 integration in equation (59) to obtain
The value of as interpreted from equation (27) corresponds of course to the known solution for the half-plane and is
in which the first term 8 ( t )i s the direct contribution from the incident wave of equation (10) and the second term is the contribution from the diffraction wave sent out from the edge of the half-plane.
Since is zero for negative times we now note that in equation (61), with = 0 to give f 15 the integrand is zero when y '> t -y -l and consequently if t < y + l the integrand is zero over the whole range and we therefore have $\{y,t) = ° (*<i+y)* .
If we now assume generally that for a particular value of r,
then the integrand in equation (61) will be zero when y y K y + r, i.e. when t< r+ l + y + 2y' and this will hold over the whole range of integration when t < r + l+ y and rjrs+l will then be zero, i.e. equation (64) will hold for r + 1 if it holds for r. Since by equation (63) it holds for r = 1 it follows by induction that it is true for all r. Thus the successive terms in our solution as given by equation (28) each start their contribution at unit time after the preceding term and since in our choice of units this unit time is the time taken for a sound pulse to travel the width of the strip, our solution corre sponds, as it should do, to a series of diffraction waves starting from each edge, a wave from any one edge starting a further wave when it reaches the farther edge and so on.
Moreover, we note that by virtue of equation (64) that the solution obtained by stopping at any term ^sr in equation (55) is in fact the exact solution for t \ y . Conversely for
any finite time our solution consists only of a finite num ber of terms corresponding physically to a finite num ber o f 'reflexions' of the original diffraction wave from each edge. We may also note th at by virtue of equation (64) the range of integration in equation (61) is in fact finite.
Equations (55), (62) and (61) thus give an explicit formal solution for which is the distribution ofd p j d no n AB in figure 1 and by symmetry this gives also the distr on CD in figure 1, whilst on B Cw e have We have thus obtained the solution for the distribution of over the whole plane 0 and hence from equation (13) the pressure at any point to the rear can be obtained whilst, finally, equation (I) will then give the pressure field in front of the plane = 0 containing the strip.
3
Pressure on back o f strip
Although we have thus obtained a complete formal solution of the problem, the evaluation of pressure from equation (13) is likely to be laborious. Further, the pressure is usually of more physical importance than itself and we shall now proceed therefore to obtain an alternative form of solution in which the pressure on the back of the strip is given directly. Thence by use of equations (9) and (1) the whole pressure field can be evaluated without the intermediate calculation of
\Jr. Now equation (25) was obtained from equation (13) by putting a n d pand then applying the Laplace transformation. For a point (0, y, 0) lying on the rear of the strip the same argument can be applied save that the left-hand side of equation (13) is now unknown and if we write n (y,A) = s e~Mp{yi t)dt ( -l < y < 0 ) , (65) Jo for a point on the rear of the strip, then instead of equation (25) we obtain n(y,A) s %(y0,A)X0{A|y-y0|}^y0+ i s x(y0,A) 1 + y + y 0 ( -K y < 0 ) . (66) "Jo "V 0 Since it is easier to think in terms of positive arguments we now write y = -Y ( 0 < F < 1 ) , and we note that in the first integral of equation (66) the argument of is A(y0 + F) whilst in the second integral it is A(y0 + 1 -F), both these arguments being positive so that modulus signs can be dropped. We can therefore write
If A is the Laplace transformation of a function F, so that A
{Y ,X )= re-*F{Y,t)dt,(70)
then from equations (65) and (68) we have
the form of which corresponds of course to the symmetry of the problem.
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Although equations (68) and (71) are only valid for the range 0 < F < 1 we may take the function A to be defined by equation (69) for all positive F a n d similarly its interpretation F will then be defined for all F > 0 . Now, using equation (69), we may rewrite the basic integral equation (25) and integrate from Y0 = 0 to oo we obtain, after change of order of integration and use of equations (69) and (73) 
A(Y,A)=A0(Y,A)-AI(Y,A)+A2(Y,A)-(75)
where 
where from equations (70) and (75)
Jo Equation (77) may then be written, by use of equations (79) and (51), as
If we now interpret this by the Bromwich integral and perform the integration, in analogous manner to equations (58) to (61) we obtain
Similarly, by interpreting equation (76) we obtain
which corresponds of course to the pressure on the rear in the half-plane case.
By an analogous argument to that used for the f r functions we can prove by induction that
and these Fr{Y, t) terms thus correspond physically to a succession of diffraction waves from the top edge whilst the Fr(l -Y,t) terms in equation (71), using equation (78), correspond to the similar waves from the bottom edge of the strip. In view of equation (83) it is convenient to take a different origin of time for each and we write
Fr(T ,t)= G r( T ,r ) ,)
whence equations (81) to (83) may be written
Gr( 7 , r ) = 0 (r< 0 ),
where 0, Ŷ Oa nd we can write equation (78) in finite terms for any particular inter of unit time as
It may be noted that although 0 < T < 1 on the strip, the integral in equation (86) implies th at any Gr functions must be evaluated for a range of values of I in order to calculate Gr+l on the strip.
O ur final solution for the pressure at any point on the back of the strip distant from an edge is thus given by equations (71), (85) to (88) in explicit form. Thence equation (9) gives the pressure anywhere to the rear and finally equation (1) then gives the pressure field in front.
3 5.
Uniqueness of solution
To prove the uniqueness of our second form of solution so far as our physical problem is concerned we know first from the initial conditions and since no wave is arriving from the left that the pressure on the back of the strip must be of the form given by equation (71), where the two functions are the same by symmetry, and each term corresponds to effects propagated round one edge. To show that our solution for is unique we then have from the initial conditions that no effects arrive from the top edge to the point distant from it until after time Y( our wave velocity being unity), i.e.
Now we have shown that the Laplace transform A(F, A) of F satisfies the integral equation (74), and if we interpret this directly by application of the Bromwich integral we find
where F0 is given by equation (82) 
up to some r > 0 and then consider equation (91) for the interval 7 < r + L For this interval the arguments of F in the integrand of equation (91) will satisfy ( < -7 -y 0) -( i + y 0) = t -r -i -2 7 0< t -r -i < r and thus by equation (92) the integral is zero and equation (91) gives zero F (Y,t) for the interval 7 < r + 1. Thus if equation (92) is true for it is true for r+ 1 and since it is true for r = 0 by equation (89) it follows by induction that it is true for any r.T h e additional solution F is thus always zero and our solution is therefore the unique solution of the problem. By a similar argument it can be shown that our first form of solution, involving the pressure gradient ^(y, f) is also unique. In either form, once ^ or F is determined uniquely, the field everywhere is then determined uniquely by equations (1) and either (7) or (9).
Essentially, although the basic integral equation (15) and the resulting equation (25) do not have unique solutions, our solution is made unique by satisfying the condition that there is no incident field from the left and using the fact that effects cannot be propagated round the edges faster than the velocity of sound.
3-6. Average pressure on strip
A quantity of physical interest is the force on the strip due to the pulse, which per unit area is the average net pressure p given by
where the suffixes refer as before to the front and back of the strip. By use of equations (3) and (10) we may write ^P = 2 (
where p b denotes the average pressure on the back of the strip. The average p ressu re s can always be obtained by numerical integration of the pressures calculated from our solution for individual points on the back of the strip. In the first two intervals up to t -2 we can also obtain direct explicit formulae for this average pressure which lend themselves to accurate evaluation and.serve, in particular, as a check on the numerical integration process used for subsequent times.
To derive, these expressions it is useful and of some intrinsic physical interest to obtain first a relation between the force on the rear of the strip and the flow to the sides of the strip. Thus, in dimensional units the wave-equation is 
Now up to any finite time (say) we can always choose and /? large enough so th at the region of reflected and diffracted waves from the strip lies wholly within andThere is then no flow across these planes and for t^t l the second term in equation (96) will vanish and thus
The integrated (or average) pressure between = -a and thus satisfies the plane wave-equation and in particular to the rear of the strip it must behave as a wave travelling in the negative xd irection since there are no effects coming from --oo. We ther
whence
Ids/? cdt s _ / dy = j x s _ / dy = s _ j£ c dy (x <°' t < h )
P dp Txdy
This holds also in the limit # -^-0 and referring to figure 1, the integrals will then be taken over the back of the strip BC and along portions and CD to the sides in the plane of the strip.
But on AB and CD we have/? -pt by equation (2), whilst on we have dpjdx -0 b rigid boundary condition. Hence in the limit * -» -0, equation (99) where limits refer to corresponding points in figure 1 with points and A subject to the restriction that they lie outside the disturbance due to the strip up to time But the incident wave is itself a plane wave travelling in the negative direction so that we have
^0 1 ) whence equation (100) It we now denote by v the particle velocity component in the negative direction, and by p the mass density, then dp dv dx = p dt (10Z, and inserting this in equation (102) and integrating from -0 to we obtain
SOUND PULSES BY AN INFINITELY LONG STRIP
The relevant points A and Di n figure 1 have been restricted only by the condition tha lie outside the disturbance due to the strip up to time
In fact, and v, are identical outside this region so that the integrands on the right-hand side of equation (104) are zero outside the region of disturbance due to reflexion and diffraction at the strip.
The physical interpretation of equation (104) is that the excess rate of total flow to the sides due to the presence of the strip is proportional to the total force (or average pressure) on the rear of the strip.
The preceding relations have been derived generally for any time-variation in the incident pulse. If we now consider our basic pulse defined by equation (10) and revert to our non-dimensional units we can, by use of symmetry and equation (12), write equation (102) 
whence, by equations (78) and (84), we require the integration of the successive Gr functions as given by equations (85), (86) and (87).
Secondly, we can revert to an earlier stage of our solution and seek the integration over the strip of the Laplace transforms Ar as defined by equations (76) and (77), and then inter pret as a final step to obtain the average pressures by virtue of equations (78), (79) and (106).
Thirdly, we can use equation (105) and seek the y integration of the functions, jls defined by equations (61) and (62), with a final integration with respect to time to o b ta in s .
Fourthly, we note that the Laplace transformation of equation (105) whence we can seek expressions for the average pressure on the back by use of equations (27), (28) and (54) with interpretation as a final step. By virtue of equation (64) it will be noted that will not contribute to equation (105) until t r .Hence, although the transformed equation (107) will contain contributions from all X rf unctions, the subsequent interpretation for p b will contain no contribution from any particular % r until t^r .
For the first interval 1, the evaluation of is relatively easy by any of the four preceding methods but for the second interval 1 ^^2 the fourth method proved the best and we will therefore use it for both intervals. whence from equation (107) z*oo J e~Mpbdt -which interprets to give P b~t (0<f<l).
In the first interval, therefore, the average pressure (and total force/unit length) on the back of the strip has a simple linear increase with time. This result depends, of course, only on the half-plane solution, and it is perhaps worth noting that, in dimensional units, for a pulse p 0H (ct+x) incident normally on a half-plane, the total force/unit length on the back at any time is %p0ct, that is, an average pressure of p j 2 on the portion of the half-plane covered by the diffraction wave from the edge.
For this interval we have the same contribution from the % 0 I term as in the first interval but in addition we have a contribution from Now from equations (54) and (27) Hence, if we integrate Xi from y = 0 to oo, interchange ord y = (y' + 1) tan2 pt o substitute p for y as variable of integration we obtain P y (y}A) dy = -f 00 d(j)dy, + \ r Jo 5 t t Jo Jo 71 Jo Jo
If we again interchange the order of integration, the y integration can be performed to give 2 fiTT^-Asecz^ 4 ft" si" tan2 ,d ,, , , , , V J > ( y , A ) 4 K / 0 Jo A t s e c^+ s e c <1U )
We can now use the identity tan2 6 = sec2 ^(1 + cos2 ^2 sec2 0 + sec2 ^ sec2 5 + sec2 $4 to reduce the 6 integration in equation (111) to standard integrals and we find J Xi(y> A) dy = J i7r<?-Ascc2sSN /(sec2 ^ + 1 ) COS2 (j)dp = J_ j V Asec'(l+ c o s7 ) (112) 7T/lJo after using the substitution sec2 p = sec tj.
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The total effective contribution to equation (107) in this second interval is thus from equations (108) 
where £ is a parameter defined by sec £ = (H^)
For comparison with an asymptotic solution we require also the net impulse/unit area on the strip which, by virtue of equation (94), is
Using the param eter £ it is easy to integrate equation (114) with respect to time and we find for the first two intervals from equations (109) and (114),
J p bdt --^+ 1 {£ sec2 £ + sec £ tan £-tan £-log (sec£+tan£)} (1 < <^2 ). (118) Equations (94), (109) and (114) to (118) thus enable both the net force/unit area and the net impulse/unit area exerted on the strip by the pulse, to be evaluated without difficulty to any reasonable degree of accuracy up to time =
3-7. Asymptotic solution
Whilst our solution is not difficult to evaluate for the first few intervals, it is obviously not convenient for large times involving the calculation of many diffraction waves and the summation of their effects. In our strip problem with the incident pulse we know, however, on physical grounds, that the pressures everywhere on the strip will tend ultimately to the unit incident pressure and numerical calculations ( § 5) indicate that such equalization has effectively taken place after about t = 2-5, i.e. 2-5 x the time for a sound pulse to travel the width of the strip. Only three diffraction waves have therefore to be evaluated to cover the time to effective equalization. Physically, all that is of much interest occurs in the early stages when our form of solution is eminently suitable and an alternative form of solution suitable for large times is thus only of minor interest in this problem.
The first approximation to an asymptotic solution, analogous to Rayleigh's approximate solution for a sinusoidal wave-train of long wave-length, can be found by the following argument.
If we define P' -j* e Xt(P~Pi)dt, Jo 12-2 where pi is given by equation (10) 
dY -> H(t) +^77 , j pbdY->H(t)
Since 8 ( f )i s zero except at t -0, equation (122) merely st average pressures on front and back of the strip tend asymptotically to unit pressure corre sponding to eventual complete equalization of the incident pulse round the strip.
However, if we consider the net impulse/unit area averaged over the strip we obtain from equations (93) and (122),
Similar, corresponding to the known semi-circular distribution of velocity-potential over the strip in the incompressible flow problem, we have
j Q(P/-pb) dt = Z^( l -pb) d t^Z j { Y { \
for the net impulse/unit area on an element of the strip at distance from an edge.
Equations (123) and (124) serve, at least, as a check on numerical calculations of our main solution.
Solution for any shape of normally incident plane pulse
Given the preceding solution for the incident pulse H{t), the solution for any other timevariation in the incident pulse can be immediately obtained by application of the principle of superposition, i.e. in effect by the superposition of the effects of successive infinitesimal increments 8p{. Thus if we distinguish our solution for the pressure at any point du H f) pulse by the suffix zero, then the pressure at this point for an incident pulse striking the strip at time t -0 will be given by
We write -0 as the lower limit in this equation to indicate that we must include the contribudon of an infinite dp J dt a U = -0 when the incident pulse has a sharp front.
The application of equation (125) can in practice be m ade in two ways. First, we can apply it to our mathematical form of solution with subsequent numerical evaluation, or Lrondly, we can apply it directly to our final numerical values for p 0 using numerical integration of equation (125). . The first method reduces to the application of equation (125) to the first term in equation (88) to obtain a new G0 from which the subsequent terms are obtained by equation (86) as before. Physically, this corresponds to the fact that the incident field enters directly only into the production of the first diffraction wave from each edge and we can therefore consider any shape of pulse by using the appropriate solution of the half-plane problem to replace equation (85). This first method has advantages if the shape of incident pulse is such that the new G0 can be expressed simply in terms of known tabulated functions. O n the other hand, if the new G0 has to be evaluated by numerical integration it would casier to use the second method of direct numerical integration of equation (125).
By change of integration variable we can write equation (125) in the form (126) whence we can also write for a point on the strip or to the rear,
We now note that p0 1 corresponds to approximate equalization of pressure in basic case of the H ( t )p ulse and the calculations described later indicate that such equaliza tion occurs on the strip itself to order 3 % or less by time = 2-5. Away from the strip we should expect similar equalization to occur if anything within a shorter time, i.e.p0-1, will only be appreciable in equation (127) for a range of 2 5 or less in si. In general therefore, the application of the principle of superposition by either method will only involve a limited range of integration and calculation for practical purposes.
Solution for any incident tw o-dimensional field
If we have the general case in two dimensions of incident pulses, not necessarily plane, coming from any direction, we can always consider separately she field coming from either side and superpose the solutions. As the two problems are essentially identical, we shall assume the incident field to be arriving from * > 0 , i.e. from the right in figure 1. By the general theorems of § 2 we can obtain a formal explicit solution for the whole pressure field provided we can derive a solution for either the pressure on the back of the strip or the pressure gradient across AB and CD (figure 1). Solutions for either of these quantities can be obtained initio in the general case by a similar analysis to that for our previous special case of normally incident plane pulse. We find first that, if the field is asymmetrical about the centre line of the strip, the application of equations (2) and (13) to a point on AB and to a point on CD (figure 1) integral equations involving two unknown functions, namely, on AB and ijr on CD. These equations are, however, still linear and can be satisfied simultaneously by assuming a series of the form (55) for each of the two unknown functions. T he first term in each series is then a solution of the half-plane problem corresponding to the upper or lower edge respectively, whilst, after application of the Laplace transformation, the (r-f-1)th term in either series is related to the rth term in the other series by an integral equation identical in form with equation (29). M uch of the analysis is therefore essentially a repetition of the previous analysis and can, in fact, be avoided if we make the following direct appeal to the physical nature of the problem.
First, although the incident field is not necessarily symmetrical, we still have an inherent symmetry in the strip itself and this can be used to advantage if we introduce two systems of co-ordinates ( x ,y) and (x> y')one to each edge, by w
where y, Y as before are measured from the upper edge as origin and Y' similarly from the lower edge.
We can now generalize equation (71) to express the pressure on the back of the strip in the form
where F , f refer to diffraction effects arriving from the upper and lower edges respectively.
Corresponding to equation (78) we can then writê (E ,/)= 2 ( -l ) r iv (E ,0 , r=0
/(rV) = i ( -i ) r /,(r,z):
r= 0 (130) in which successive terms represent successive diffraction waves from either edge. The first term F0 is then the solution for the incident field striking a half-plan downwards from the upper edge of the strip, w h ilst^ is similarly the solution for a half plane extending upwards from the lower edge of the strip. The wave will then produce th e /i wave from the lower edge and this in turn produces the wave from the upper edge and so on. Thus
F0 leads to the r-even
Fr funct produces the r-odd Fr functions and the r-even f r functions.
Although the initial functions

F0)f 0 depend directly on the in production of
Fr + l bys r ( a n d^+1 by Fr) is identical with the production of Fr+l by symmetrical case and we can therefore generalize equation (81) The only remaining problem is the determination of and in terms of the incident field. Both these initial functions are solutions of the same general problem, namely, the diffraction of any incident field by a half-plane. The solution of this problem is given in appendix B. If we denote the incident field by
then the solutions for F0 a n d /0 are
Tliis completes the solution of the problem for any incident field. As in the special case of the normally incident plane pulse, only a finite num ber of diffraction waves will be involved up to any finite time after the incident field strikes the strip; the series in equation (130) are thus effectively finite for practical application. For calculation purposes it may be noted that the r-even Fr and r-odd^. functions form one set and similarly with^/"and interchanged we have a second set independent of the first.
If desired, we can alternatively, or in addition, obtain the solution for the pressure gradient V across AB and CD in figure 1 . We have simply first to generalize equation (55) into two series, one for t / ro n AB and one foi t j ro n CD. The (r + l)th ter related to the rth term in the other series by an equation identical in form with equation (61). Finally, the first term in either series will be the solution for in the half-plane problem relevant to the appropriate edge; this solution can be expressed in terms of the incident pressure gradient as shown in appendix B.
N umerical calculations. P lane pulse a t normal incidence
5*1. Scope of calculations
Calculations of the pressure on the strip have been carried out for representative points up to time f -3 1. By symmetry we need only calculate the pressures on half the strip, but since any one diffraction wave Gr is not symmetrical we must in fact calculate it whole strip and points Y -----0 1, 0 3, 0-5, 0-7 and 0-9 were chosen for evaluation.
The function G0 was tabulated from equation (85) and thence j and were successively evaluated from equation (86) using numerical integration. The values of these functions arc given in tables la, lb , 2 and 3 where it may be noted that for 7^1 the values wer required for the numerical integration and thus had to be tabulated fully with the intervals of 01 in Y and 0-2 in r adopted for this integration. For 0 < 7 < 1 , however, values of the Gr functions were only required at points at which the final results for pressure were required. I he values given in tables 1 a and 1 b for G0 are accurate to errors of about in the fourth decimal place. The values in tables 2 and 3 for and are subject to greater errors arising in the numerical integration; independent checks for using different integration processes indicated that G1 and three units in the third decimal place.
The final values for the pressure on the back of the strip are given in table 4 and plotted in figure 3. Since the interval t = 0-2 is relatively coarse for the initial part of a wa values in table la for r< 0-2 were evaluated to give points for figure 3 additional to those prowded by the main calculations of table 4.
In table 5 is given the average pressure on the back of the strip. This was calculated from equations (109), (114) and (115) From equation (94) values of the average net pressure on the strip were calculated as given in table 5 and plotted in figure 4. Finally, also in table 5, values of the average net impulse/unit area of strip are given. For these values were calculated from equations 115) to (118), whilst for ^>2 the values were obtained from equation (116) by using a simple stepped integration (value at mid-point interval) for each successive interval of 0-2 beyond t -2. The net impulse/unit area is plotted against time in figure 5.
5-2. Discussion
Turning to the physical interpretation of our results, we note first that the pressure at any point on the back is compounded of successive diffraction waves G0, G j,... from both edges of the strip. The even waves G0, G2, ... give positive contributions whilst the odd waves Gj.Gj, ... give negative contributions as seen from equations (71) and (88). In all these waves the only discontinuity in pressure is that in G0 when both = 0, = 0 and corre sponds to the initial discontinuity at either edge on the arrival of the sharp-fronted incident pulse. Thereafter the pressure is continuous over the strip and at either edge will remain Vol. 241. a . 13 96 E. N. FOX ON THE DIFFRACTION OF steady at the incident unit pressure. This is to be expected by continuity with the pressure to the sides (i.e. on AB and CD in figure 1 ) as given by equation (2). I from our solution since, by using the substitution tan in equation (86), it is easily shown th at in the limit F-> 0 we obtain >+1(0 , 7 ) = G>(l,r) (r^O ),
whence from equations (71) and (88) the pressure at an edge is given simply by G0(0,t) which is equal to the incident unit pressure. From equations (85) and (86) it is also easy to show that
Gr (Y, t) ocT&r+l\ when 7 small, 0, and thus for given Ya nd increasing 7 the function has an initial infinite s function Gx has an initial finite slope and all succeeding functions have initial zero
The curves for pressure in figure 3 thus have discontinuities in slope at times corresponding to the arrival of a G0 or Gx wave from either edge; whereas the former gives an infinite slope, the latter gives a finite decrease of slope since is additive and Gl sub tractive in the solution for pressure. incident pressure. In figure 3 we see that, from the arrival of the first diffraction wave, the pressure at a point on the back of the strip increases, until at time / = 1 it has reached the incident value of unity on all curves. U p to this time, the pressure on the back is simply the addition of the half-plane diffraction waves from either edge, and it is easily seen that when 1 the angles involved in equation (85) are complementary for the two waves at any point, whence the pressure is exactly unity everywhere on the back. By virtue of equations (3) and (10) we thus see that there is exact equalization everywhere on the strip itself at time = I, i.e. in the time taken by a sound wave to travel the breadth of the strip.
This equalization is, however, only instantaneous and the pressure thereafter continues to increase until the arrival of the Gx wave from the nearer edge. W which the pressure on the back of the strip becomes greater than the incident pressure, the excess being as much as 21 % at the centre of the strip where it is greatest. From equation (3) we have pressures on the front of the strip which are correspondingly less than the incident pressure. We may here note that the pressure-time curves for points on the front of the strip are given simply by reflecting the curves of figure 3 in the line/? = 1.
Whilst this ' over-equalization5 of pressure round the strip is not unexpected, it is interesting to see from figure 3 that the excess pressure on the back lasts for about the same period for all points on the strip, the pressure becoming approximately equalized over the strip at I -2 5. Thereafter, the pressure on the back continues to decrease at first and beyond the range of calculations there is presumably a decaying oscillation about the incident pres sure p = l. Since the calculations indicate that the first of these oscillations subsequent to I _ 2 5 (approximately) has a maximum deviation of less than 3 % from the incident pres sure, any further calculations would demand more accurate evaluations of the functions and would, of course, involve a steadily increasing number of these functions. The only apparent point of possible physical interest in the subsequent oscillations lies in the extent to which they are periodic and the resulting likelihood of any 'resonance' effects with an incident periodic pulse. Such effects are essentially relevant to the problem of an incident sinusoidal train of waves which lies outside the scope of the present paper. It may be noted, however, that since a positive swing of 13 % on average pressure during the period 1 ti^/^2'5 (approximately) is followed by a negative swing of less than 2 %, it seems likely that subsequent oscillations will decay very rapidly with consequent small resonance effects even if the oscillations become essentially periodic.
SOUND PULSES BY AN IN FIN IT E L Y LONG ST R IP
The average pressure on the back of the strip, as given in table 5, is linear up to = 1 and thereafter follows the same general course as the pressure-time curves for individual points shown in figure 3 save that it is continuous in slope for <>0 when plotted against time.
The most interesting feature of the results is probably the ' over-equalization' phenomenon which shows up clearly in the curve plotted in figure 4 for the variation of the net force/unit area with time. Thus the net force on the strip rises instantaneously to a maximum corre sponding to complete reflexion of the incident pulse and then decays linearly to zero at time It then becomes negative for the longer period to about -2 5, the greatest negative value being 13 % of the initial positive maximum, whilst the impulse in the negative phase is nearly 25 % of that in the initial positive phase. The net impulse exerted on unit area of the strip up to any time is plotted in figure 5 where the curve is parabolic up to its 98 maxim um value of unity at / -1 and then decreases to a m inimum value of 0*767 a t about t -2*5; thereafter the curve is presumably oscillatory about its asymptotic value of i 77 = 0*785. It will be noted that the minimum at 2*5 is within 2 j % of the asymptotic value, and similarly integration with respect to time of our results for the pressure at in dividual points leads to m inimum values at about = 2*5, which are within 3 % of the asymptotic values given by equation (124). The impulse calculations thus support the pressure-time curves of figure 3 in suggesting that equalization is effectively reached, to order 3 % , by time t-----2*5. Summing up, we have an initial period in which pressure is being diffracted round the strip to produce an exact equalization on the strip itself at time 1. Secondly, we have a period 1 ^<^2*5 (approximately) in which the equalization process m ay be said to overshoot and produce pressures on the back in excess of incident, up to a maximum excess of 21 % at the centre, with pressures correspondingly below incident pressure on the front of the strip. Thirdly, at about t = 2*5, the pressure over the strip and thereafter any further oscillations are of order 3 % or less in amplitude with a probable rapid decay.
E. N. F O X O N T H E D IF F R
No calculations have as yet been carried out for pressures at points away from the strip. For such points our solution will involve the numerical integration of equation (9) using the values already calculated for the pressure on the back of the strip. It would undoubtedly be better if the solution away from the strip could be expressed directly in terms o f the functions using a special co-ordinate system as in the half-plane problem. This has not been found possible, but in any case it seems doubtful whether calculations of pressure away from the strip would yield any new results of appreciable physical interest. Points on the back of the strip are, in effect, in the deepest shadow, and figure 3 thus indicates the most pronounced effects of diffraction to be expected in the problem.
C onclusion
In the present paper has been given an explicit solution and some numerical results for the diffraction of a plane sound pulse of H{t)form (figure strip. The general method of solution appears applicable to a num ber of two-dimensional diffraction problems involving sound pulses. In particular, it has already been applied to solve the related problems of a slit in a reflecting wall and of a regular grating subjected to the plane H(t) pulse at normal incidence. The analysis and some numerical results for these two problems will be given in further papers.
The extension of the solution to the general case of any two-dimensional pulse field in cident on the strip has also been given. This implies that theoretically we can tackle any twodimensional problem in which a known pulse field is incident on obstacles in the form of strips arranged in arbitrary pattern. Practically, however, it seems fairly certain that the labour of numerical evaluation would be too great, save in relatively simple cases.
For such problems a more comprehensive definition of incident field of pressure can be used to replace the simple definition of § 2. This will be necessary, in general, to allow for the scattered pulses from one strip being rescattered at a second strip and returning (in modified form) to the first strip. Discussion of this more general problem lies outside the scope of the present paper and is deferred to a further paper.
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A ppendix A Direct check of equation (52) To obtain a direct check on the relation (52), where I is given by equation (51) and A is a complex parameter with positive real part, we consider the left-hand side of equation (52) , -----.
v Vf+y+y
We now consider I 2 and first employ the substitution yo = y+/« in equation (138) and substitute from equation (139) Hence, from equations (136) and (153), we have proved by direct integration the required result aJ I(tyo>*Z) X 0{A I y -y 0 1 }dy0 = X 0{A (£ + where / is defined by equation (51). When both £ and y are zero, our steps are invalid, since integrals involved in the analysis become of infinite magnitude. This special case is, however, trivial, since both sides of equation (52) are then infinite and we understand the equation to mean in this case that the limit of the difference of the two sides is zero when both £->0 and y -» 0 through positive values. This is true since our proof will hold throughout the limiting process.
A p p e n d i x B
Half-plane subjected to any two-dimensional pulse jield
We consider the general problem of a half-plane occupying the y-negative portion of the (« z) plane and subjected to any type of incident pulse field independent of and arriving from the right (*>0) of the half-plane. This problem is illustrated in figure 6 where the arrows indicate that the incident field may be arriving from any or several directions on In conformity with our notation for the strip problem we shall write Yx = M y.*) (* = °)>
whence the boundary condition is = °(y <°)-(15S) Using equations (2) and (13) we then obtain, with 0,
Pi{y> t) --f f -f f y( 156)
nJo Jo r in which account has been taken of symmetry in z 0 whilst is given by equation (16) as before. In this equation (156), the left-hand side is the known incident pressure on in figure 6, and we have therefore an integral equation for ijr0.
To simplify this integral equation by using the Laplace transformation we shall need a relation analogous to equation (18) and we therefore choose our origin of time sufficiently
which can always be done if the incident field originates, as in practice, at a finite time prior to its arrival at the edge of the half-plane. The case of a plane wave arriving obliquely from above the half-plane, for which equation (157) is not satisfied, can be covered by con sidering the limiting form of our solution for a source at a finite distance when this distance increases indefinitely. The preceding choice of our origin of time is dependent essentially on the physical nature of the problem. Thus Huygens's principle in the form of equation (13) states that the pressure to the rear will be affected ultimately by every part of the incident held crossing AB in figure 6 , and if the field crosses AB prior to its arrival at the half-plane we must include the contributions of such earlier crossing when we apply the Laplace transform ation. I f we now change the symbols in our basic relation (52) by writing for £ and inter changing y and y0, we can substitute for of integration and use of equation (158) 
Jo
Hence using equation (51) and interpreting we obtain a solution for the pressure p b on the back of the half-plane in the form A = w ) = i <161)
In this form of solution the choice of origin of time is obviously immaterial and we can conveniently change it to the time of arrival of the incident field at the edge of the half plane. The incident pressure cannot then arrive at any point on (figure 6) earlier than time -y so that A(y>*) = 0 (t+y<0),
whence equation (161) indicates that Fo(7 , 0 = O (163) corresponding to the propagation of a diffraction wave down the back of the half-plane. Further, it will be realized that the form of solution given by equation (161) remains unchanged if we proceed from a source at a finite distance in the region to the limiting case of infinite distance corresponding to a plane wave arriving obliquely from above. For this case it can, in fact, be easily checked that equation (161) gives the known solution in the form given by Friedlander (1946) .
As discussed in §2 the general solution for the pressure anywhere can be expressed in terms of F0 by means of equations (1) and (9). Alternatively, we can use equations (1) a (7) if we know the solution for ijrQ . This latter can be obtained equations (2) and (7) to the problem for P P irather than p. If we wri = Hy> ') (y>o) = W , < ) (y = -r < o ) , l
